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Experience the Full Range of VIZ 2005's Powerful Tools
   Creating hyper-realistic 3D visualizations of your designs just got easier with Autodesk VIZ 2005. Using its enhanced rendering technology, architectural materials, software interoperability, surface modeling tools, and user interface, you’ll work more efficiently and produce astounding results.   

   In Mastering Autodesk VIZ 2005, world-renowned AutoCAD expert George Omura teaches you how to get the most out of Autodesk's potent 3D modeling, rendering, and presentation software. As you follow his real-world examples, you’ll quickly see how to apply these techniques to your design projects. Whether you’re entirely new to VIZ or simply want to master its newest features, this book offers the clear explanations and step-by-step instruction you need to make VIZ work for you.   

   Coverage includes:     

	Finding your way around in VIZ    
	Importing and exporting AutoCAD files    
	Creating realistic and dramatic lighting effects    
	Managing your design data more efficiently    
	Creating complex shapes with surface modeling tools    
	Simulating lighting effects accurately with global illumination    
	Rendering real-world surfaces with Architectural material    
	Setting up animated walk-throughs    
	Using radiosity to create lifelike views of a scene    
	Using mental ray to achieve the most realistic rendering    
	Producing design presentation views    
	Understanding keyframes and the world of video time    
	Using Photoshop with VIZ to create 3D effects    
	Exporting Shockwave content to the Web    
	Acquiring 3D models and props from the Web



About the Author
   George Omura writes the all-time best-selling Mastering AutoCADseries. He is an architect, illustrator, and animator who has worked on design projects ranging from resort hotels to transit systems to the San Francisco library.
   Scott Onstott is an architectural software guru who publishes video courses on VIZ, AutoCAD, and other software. He contributed to more than a dozen Sybex books and created numerous visualizations for prominent architectural, engineering, and contracting firms.           
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Human Antibody Therapeutics For Viral Disease (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2007

	Although the utility of human antibodies as medical therapeutics for cancer and immune diseases has been well-established, it is only beginning to be realized for the treatment of viral infectious diseases. Polyclonal immunoglobulins have long been used for some viral diseases, but they have limited potency and disease scope. Only a single...
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Technical Analysis: The Complete Resource for Financial Market Technicians (2nd Edition)FT Press, 2010

	Already the field's most comprehensive, reliable, and objective guidebook, Technical Analysis: The Complete Resource for Financial Market Technicians, Second Edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect the field's latest advances. Selected by the Market Technicians Association as the official companion to...
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JDBC 3: Java Database ConnectivityHungry Minds, 2002
JDBC 3.0 is the latest revision of Sun’s Java Database Connectivity API. Since its introduction on the market in the mid-90s, Java has evolved from a language and environment suited for applets to a rich enterprise platform. JDBC played a determinant role in Java’s maturation. JDBC is now used as a core technology...
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Instrumentation, Measurement, Circuits and SystemsSpringer, 2012

	The volume includes a set of selected papers extended and revised from the 2011 International Conference on Mechanical Engineering and Technology, held on London, UK, November 24-25, 2011.


	Mechanical engineering technology is the application of physical principles and current technological developments to the creation of useful...
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Practical LPIC-1 Linux Certification Study GuideApress, 2016

	
		This book is your complete guide to studying for the Linux Professional Institute's Server Professional (LPIC-1) certification. Every concept, principle, process, and resource that might make an appearance on the exam is fully represented. You will understand every concept by rolling up your sleeves, opening up a terminal,...
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What White Boyz DesireParker Publishing, 2011

	What White Boyz Desire Purr-fect Kitty by Kelley Nyrae With the help of a match-making cat, writer, Jasmine Briers learns that just as you shouldn’t judge a book by its cover, she shouldn’t judge a man by what she witnesses peeking through her window. And she just might find her puuurfect match. Invisible Love By Alexis Ke Alana...
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